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Payday 2 artillery barrage guide

Start a non-pro rat heist in normal difficulty. It is recommended that you restart offline easily. Bring the GL40, Ding Dong's breach tool and ammunition. On day 1 and 2, you can take out cops gathered in the courtyard of Big Bada Boom, or you can take cobras at truck on day 2.On Day 3, which can be used as an objective marker for the bus to measure distances (example). It
should give you an idea when the enemy is more than 40 meters away. You can bomb mendoza on a bus 40 meters, then keep restarting until you get an Artillery Barrage. You can also kill them in Shotelli Hammertime or just luck and get 4 in a row big bada boom. Continue to restart the day if you want, and you'll be sure you'll get all these achievements in a few minutes. If you
have a better way to do this or other new achievements, let me know. Good luck and happy theft! Page 2Posted by6 years ago 13 comments &lt; Achievements (Payday 2) Edit Comments Part Of PurposeKill 25 Bulldozers Using Gewehr 3 Rifle. Opens Sniper Barrel for Clarion Rifle, Sniper Stock, Sniper Grip and Sniper Foregrip for Gecko 7.62 Rifle, Precision Stock, Precision
Foregrip, Precision Grip and DMR Kit for Gewehr 3 Rifle as well as Black Death Mask. Big Bada BoomKill at least four enemies with one GL40 grenade launcher fired. Opens sawn-off Stock for gl40 grenade launcher and Crow Goblin mask. Artillery BarrageKill 25 enemies 40 meters or more using only a GL40 grenade launcher. Opens The Wooden Stock for the Gecko 7.62 rifle,
Pirate Barrel for GL40 grenade launcher, Bone material and Muerte pattern. Unusual SuspectsWatchdogs work, complete theft, if you and your four man team are wearing one different Assault Pack mask for each overkill difficulty or above. Opens the Light Foregrip for the Gecko 7.62 rifle, Tactical Foregrip for the Gewehr 3 rifle, Long Barrel for Clarion rifle, Void material and
Death pattern. Not todayKill jumping on Cloaker using a GL40 grenade launcher. Opens Wooden Stock, Retro Grip and Wooden Foregrip for Gewehr 3 rifle. Rabbit HuntingKill 10 Cloakers using a Gecko 7.62 rifle. Opens Skeletal Stock, Fabulous Stock and Fabulous Foregrip for Gecko 7.62 rifle as well as Volt mask. Tour de ClarionKill 200 enemies using the Clarion rifle. Opens
the depressed barrel and G2 Grip for the Clarion rifle as well as the Professor Wrath mask. On August 26, 2014, the pair appeared. They were replaced by The New York Th It is deadly to enter the war without the will to defeat Precision AimingKill 25 Bulldozers using the Gewehr 3 Rifle. Opens Sniper Barrel for Clarion Rifle, Sniper Stock, Sniper Grip and Sniper Foregrip for
Gecko 7.62 Rifle, Precision Stock, Grip Precision and DMR Kit for Gewehr 3 Rifle as Well as Black Mask. It also opens precision foregrip for Gewehr 3. The fastest and safest way to spawn and kill 25 bulldozers is to constantly repeat the first few minutes of Meltdown on Normal Difficulty. One green bulldozer spawn in one of murkywater cargo containers, who can be found and
killed before restarting the robbery. Artillery BarrageKill 25 enemies 40 meters or more using only a GL40 grenade launcher. Opens The Wooden Stock for the Gecko 7.62 rifle, Pirate Barrel for GL40 grenade launcher, Bone material and Muerte pattern. As above, the early Meltdown offers a variety of goals of 40m or more - many guards in the yard are so far away and a carefully
targeted shot can even reach the guards on the roof. You can then restart the robbery as many times as you need. Not todayKill jumping on Cloaker using a GL40 grenade launcher. Opens Wooden Stock, Retro Grip and Wooden Foregrip for Gewehr 3 rifle. Numerous viable strategies are available for this achievement, but as general advice, players should try to position
themselves behind some kind of low cover (tables, counters, cars), do some damage to Cloaker's secondary weapon, then approach the cover - if Cloaker starts his jump, fire cover himself and the under-effect damage should kill him. On the PC version, damaging Cloaker before the jump is not necessary very hard difficulty. Teaser achievements make up a slightly modified
version of the quote from Douglas MacArthur. Unusual Suspects is a reference to the 1995 film The Usual Suspects. Not today is a reference to the Game of Thrones TV series, which is the answer to the question of What Do We Say About (God) Death?. Hammertime is a reference to American rapper MC Hammer, who coined the phrase and used it in a series of songs and TV
shows. The Tour de Clarion is a reference to the Tour de France, which is produced in France. Big Bada Boom is a reference to the quote from the 1997 science fiction movie The Fifth Element. Support page community content is available in CC-BY-SA unless otherwise indicated. This is a guide that was created mainly to educate others about how I got the achievement, The
Artillery Barrage, payday 2. I like to think of it as the best, albeit time-consuming, way. Other Payday 2 Guides: Kill 25 enemies with 40 meters or more using only a GL40 grenade launcher. Opens The Wooden Stock for the Gecko 7.62 rifle, Pirate Barrel for GL40 grenade launcher, bone material and Muerte pattern. Normal bomb: Forest First field, grab a police hostage near a
clearly identifiable object, such as a tree, at least a few feet from the other st, rocks, and so on. Second, place some Watchman Guns (provided by the AP, Armor Piercing Rounds) near the hostage so that no police officer tries to free his soon-to-be-exploded police friend. Next, we're going to move at least 40 yards away from the hostage, preferably on the train. Then point your
GL40 to the position so that the Grenade accurately fires barrel grenade launcher and about 2 meters of cop hostage there, on the ground, at least 40 meters away from you. Repeat next until you reach an achievement. Pretty simple, really. Yes, fo'sho. Achievement guide to Crimson Shore Update! Sugar, lard and skorpions Find churro. Opens the Undead Peacock mask.
Chandelier in the main hall. Opens the pickup immediately. We expect you to die, the work of Mr. Buluc's Mansion, you'll kill Buluc with a miracle arch. Do-capable both stealth and loud. First release the shark by pressing the button next to the tank's internal sanctum. After buluc gets into the water damaging him, the jada plays out the achievement. All but Patio FurnitureIn Buluc's
Mansion work, secure all available loot bags by stealth. Unlocked by securing all 21 loot stealth. See this guide for details! Details!
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